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DANIEL BODEA

IG: @kreatank | www.website.com
My First Logo was simply something I made for my old eSports Team
«Surpass». Back in Black Ops 2 (2013) we were always practicing and looking
for a 4th teammate to dominate with. Usually while we were looking for
people to practice with I would mess around with my PlayerCard and create
some dope stuff.
One day I took it upon myself to create our Teams Logo. I sketched
something really quick and simple. I wanted the Letter Mark to be edgy and
in the shape of a circle, as those are my favorite shapes for LetterMarks.
Also I knew it had to be very simple so it could be recreated within the
Playercard system and seen at a very small scale (like the Black Ops 2 Logo
for example). So I sketched it up and then recreated it in game and everyone
loved it.
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A

s designers, we’re constantly growing
and challenging ourselves. Design is
always about moving forward with
fresh new ideas, but we often forget
how much our skills change throughout the
years. For many, looking back at our early work
can be quite embarrassing, so we tend to shy
away, burying it deep within the chasms of a
hard drive never to be seen again.

they are today. I soon realised that the only
way to get better was to keep designing,
so I did. I spent every waking minute on
Photoshop and Illustrator. Becoming better
at designing – or any craft – is just like
going to the gym; you need to consistently
challenge a muscle for it to grow.

When I first got into design, my work was far
from perfect. I was often disheartened when I
saw beautiful graphic designs online because
I never thought I could reach that level of
professionalism. I used to get frustrated with
my designs, and I wanted instant gratification.

I wanted to create a book where professional
logo designers reflect on their first logo
or oldest logo on file. Whether you’re an
emerging or established designer, it’s
important to remember that everyone
starts from humble beginnings. This book
serves as a reminder that the design
process is a contant journey of evolution.

What I didn’t know was that the designers I
idolised put in the hard yards to get where

“The only thing that’s holding you back is the
way you’re thinking”

- JONATHAN RUDOLPH,
FOUNDER OF LOGOINSPIRATIONS
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DERRICK STRATTON

IG: @dasedesigns | dasedesigns.com
This Spartan logo was my attempt at creating a sports logo. After practising
and studying the basics of icons and lettermarks, I came across these sportstyled logos. They were a lot more illustrative and organic than other styles,
which really spoke to me. I fell in love with drawing and illustrating when I
was younger, and the style was similar to where I wanted to take my art.
While searching through the eSports teams on Twitter, I came across
a few designers who were creating and selling them to gaming teams. I
figured I’d attempt that style with an edgy, dark Spartan logo and try to sell
it to an eSports team. As you can see, it was very amaetur, which is why no
one bought it.
After two years of studying sports logos, practising and learning more
about my own creative process, I have a far better understanding for
sports logos.
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DAVID AIREY

TW: @davidairey | davidairey.co.uk
This logo was designed in 2008 for the Fidelity Hearing Center in the US.
The company’s tag line was ‘Quality you can hear’, so I decided to create
a symbol that merged speakers and an ear, which seemed like an obvious
and relevant fit. The client was quick to accept it. Looking back after 10
years, I see that I’ve learned a lot about design, but I still think the symbol
was spot on.
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VON GLITSCHKA

IG: @vglitschka | glitschkastudios.com
I think I created this logo in 1993. A friend named Steve Payne had bought
vending machines and placed them around the city he lived in. He named
the company Payneless Vending. At the time, I was rocking freehand not
Illustrator, and since he didn’t have a lot of money, we print his cards using
a different spot colour on a nice uncoated stock each time.
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BENJAMIN HOWES

IG: @howesdesignservice | howesdesignservice.com
My first logo was designed for my dad’s remodelling business in 2010. The
name, Howes Design Service, comes from the name of my dad’s business. He
firmly believed in building excellence and maintained a keen attention to
detail – several qualities that are keystones in my business today.
There is a lot in this logo that can be found in my current work; it’s
simple, colourful, graphic, and uses negative space to tell a story. It’s not
great by any means, but it was a great start. This logo and the business it
represented influenced me to take Howes Design Service as far as it is today.
Thanks, Dad.
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MIA ISABELL AUSTLI

IG: @miaaustli | conversionartists.com
I made this logo for a company that gives deaf people an opportunity to
travel and swim with sharks. Not everyone loves sharks, so I wanted to
create a logo that would make the sharks look friendly and entice people
to try the experience. The geometric form is representative of the fact that
everyone has their own experience with sharks; it’s up to each individual to
‘shape’ it!
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EREN GURBUZ

IG: @shmartstudio | shmartstudio.com
I designed my first logo for an interior design company called ‘Meet me
in Paris’. It’s one of the simplest logos I’ve ever created. As an illustrationbased designer, I used to think that everything in logo designing should
be plain. My idea for the logo was to build something unique for the
company. Normally, when Paris is the subject matter, the Eiffel Tower is
the first thing that comes to mind. However, I wanted to opt for simething
different. I created a stylised ‘P’ which represents the spot where the
company was located: an intersection of the street and the roundabout.
Everyone loved that idea and I was lucky to get such a good reaction to my
first piece of work.
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SEAN FOX

IG: @sfox | seanfox.design
This was the earliest attempt I could find of one of my logos – if you can call
image tracing a billboard sign and slapping some text together a logo. It was
created for a t-shirt brand that a friend and I wanted to start at the ripe old
age of 20. Needless to say, it never got off the ground. Ah, youthful passion
and ignorance.
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SEAN MACLEAN

IG: @sean_maclean | facebook.com/seanmacleancreative
The first logo I designed outside of school was for a local musician’s EP:
Speed Kills Turtles by Brad Stella. It was my naive attempt to become the
next David Carson. Step one: download a free grungy font. Step two: draw
a sketchy turtle. Step three: become David Carson. Easy, right? Since then,
you can still spot Brad Stella stickers on a few guitar cases at open mics from
time to time. It was my first logo and the beginning of my slow and steady
realisation that only David Carson can be David Carson.
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MARCUS RENTSCH

IG: @marcus_rentsch | mrentsch.com
I attempted my first personal logo back in 2013. Over the years, I kept
changing it because I was never fully satisfied with the result. Looking at it
now gives me a headache; from the spaces to the line width, everything is
uneven. It’s a mess. That said, as a designer, it’s very important to review
your work so you can reflect and become better.
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TAKO CHABUKIANI

IG: @tako_chabukiani | dribbble.com/pragmatika
My first logo was designed for a British band. The brief was to combine an
image of a skeleton of a flamingo with the eye of The Terminator. The end
result looks more like an illustration rather than a logo. It wasn’t that bad,
but I never got paid for the job.
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JAMES MARTIN

IG: @made.by.james | baby-giant.co.uk
The Baby Giant Design Co was my first solo project. It was the first time
I was let loose with no boundaries and no brief, as it was for my own
company. Over the years, I’ve tidied up the logo, as my eye for detail
back then was shocking. Overall, I still feel it’s as strong as the original
version. This logo was the realisation of my sketching style and to this
day, I still design logos in my sketchbook. Although Baby Giant Design Co
has developed over the years, it’s still a part of our journey and is used
throughout our materials and merchandise.
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